
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF HOUSING IN POMPEII

Pompeii was destroyed by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius (a volcano near the . The most luxurious homes in Pompeii
had fountains decorated with mosaics, sea B.C.E.) and later (post B.C.E.) historical building periods, respectively.

Why were they stuccoed over white? A later date is consistent with a charcoal inscription at the site,
discovered in , which includes the date of 17 October and which must have been recently written. Modern
archaeology In the s Amedeo Maiuri excavated for the first time in older layers than that of 79 AD in order to
learn about the settlement history. By the time the Vesuvius eruption sputtered to an end the next day, Pompeii
was buried under millions of tons of volcanic ash. With the arrival of the Greeks in Campania from around BC
Pompeii entered into the orbit of the Hellenic people and the most important building of this period is the
Doric Temple, built not near the centre, but in a more isolated position in what would later become the
Triangular Forum, as the Greeks wanted to control just the streets and the port. The modern town comune of
Pompei pop. And they had an interesting practice in which the member of the family who most closely
resembled the deceased in size and general appearance would put on that mask and participate in a kind of
parade in honor of the dead. There was no immediate determination as to what caused the building to collapse,
although reports suggested water infiltration following heavy rains might have been responsible. This is a
restored view of what we believe the outside looked like. At 7 we see also a fairly large room, the dining room
or triclinium, and you can see in this case, in the ideal Roman house, it opens off the atrium; so easy to get to
from the atrium. In the past, archaeological evidence has generally not been sought to support theories of
Pompeian social history. Roman fresco from the Villa dei Misteri Denominated Regiones and unexcavated
areas of the city Soon after the burial of the city, some survivors or thieves came to salvage valuables,
including marble statues from the forum and other precious materials from buildings. Because you can tell in
plan exactly how this shop was used. The artist has really very effectively captured that again, even just using
these very small pieces of stone, which you can see very well here. The triangular space of the block filled up
quickly with domestic, industrial, and commercial buildings. Then at 11pm the huge cloud hanging above the
volcano collapsed from its own weight and blasted the town in six devastating waves of super-heated ash and
air which asphyxiated and literally baked the bodies of the entire population. You see the sidewalks here as
well, and how modern they look. You can see from this plan that it takes up in fact the entire block, an entire
block of the city of Pompeii, and it is much larger than some of the others. Over here the wings or alae of the
house, for the ancestral shrines. Kress Foundation. Two pilasters painted red, as you can see. We can see the
columns here around that pool that was used to hold the fish that were sold in one of the shops. In the 2nd
century BC, Pompeii enriched itself by taking part in Rome's conquest of the east as shown by a statue of
Apollo in the Forum erected by Lucius Mummius in gratitude for their support in the sack of Corinth and the
eastern campaigns. The people of Pompeii enjoyed their entertainment. Then in the late afternoon another
massive explosion rang the air, sending a column of ash six miles higher than the previous cloud. As more and
more ash fell, it clogged the air, making it difficult to breathe. And I want to mention also that you might be
surprised to hearâ€”but maybe not, Yale has such amazing collectionsâ€”that the Medical School has a
collection of surgical instruments that goes way back, and it goes way back to ancient Rome. The paint is very
well preserved. Modern coast lines are shown. What was the domus italica? But otherwise very much
enclosed, like the earlier domus italica; not much change with regard to how the exterior of the building is
treated. Further excavations on a large scale are not planned and today archaeologists try to reconstruct, to
document and, above all, to stop the ever faster decay. Look what has happened to the tablinum. You see the
fauces leads into the most important room of a Roman house, the so-called atrium number 2 , the famous
atrium of the Roman house. You can see, in this case, this one opening as an entranceway into the fauces, as
well as into two shops, as you can see here. This one you probably recognize as the Myth of Narcissus. The
changing nature of the properties, from small, modest houses to large, luxurious ones and industrial complexes
to commercial establishments, reflect the growing gulf between rich and poor in ancient Pompeii. The city was
not completely buried and tops of larger buildings would have been above the ash making it obvious where to
dig or salvage building material. That is the impluvium of the house, which is a pool in which they collected
rain water for daily use. But there are plenty of other mosaics preserved, including at Pompeii, and I want to
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show you just one.


